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Early-time thermalization of cosmic components? A hint for solving cosmic tensions





Standard cosmological dynamics
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Background history
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Growth of matter overdensities

Matter = Dark Matter + Baryonic
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Pillars of the standard cosmology
• Theoretical:
• 1) Cosmological Principle 
• 2) GR
• 3) Perfect fluid description of cosmic fluids
• ...
• Observational:
• 1) Expansion (Lemaitre-Hubble law)
• 2)CMB
• 3) BBN
• ...



INTRODUCING THE COSMIC TENSION ON H0





Introducing the cosmic tension on H0
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Early time modifications preferred over late time ones?

It is, therefore, unlikely that changes to the late time expansion history can resolve
the ‘Hubble tension’. …
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Motivation of this work
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Assumption: Fluids are allowed to interact
Total effective fluid characterized by the total particle 

number and equilibrium temperature:

Definition of the equilibrium temperature set by 
energy conservation (extensive variable):
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For pressure (intensive thermodynamical variable) :

For perfect fluids 1 and 2 the difference 
between both sides of the above inequality 

is the viscous pressure

S.Weinberg, Gravitation and cosmology: principles and applications of GR, John Wiley and Sons, 1972 



Assumption: Let $\tau$ ( ) be the 
characteristic mean free time for the 
interaction between both components. 

An element of the cosmic fluid is at equilibrium at 
a proper time 

During the following time interval  , that is, untill a subsequent 
“collision” the subsystems move freely according to their internal 
dynamics.  Then, at  
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Finally, by assuming that the bulk viscous 
pressure is given by the Eckart theory

And applying well known thermodynamical 
relations one finds the bulk viscous coefficient

Let us apply the previous formula for the bulk viscous pressure to the system:
 Matter + Radiation

Radiation:

Matter:
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The dark matter particle
Minimum requirements for such particle candidate
1)To Interact gravitationally;
2)Electrically neutral, otherwise it had already been detected;
3)Very small cross section (explains the lack of positive direct 

detection results);

Hot dark matter: light and fast (non competitive models)
Cold dark matter: heavy and slow (prevailing view)

Warm dark matter: something between Hot and Cold e Hot!



The fluid description employed here is valid as long as

Definition:
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Interesting mass regime:

Below 1eV the particle becomes too 
relativistic; T(eq) ~ 0.6 eV 

Above 10eV the effect vanishes
  



Magnitude of the effect  (fixing dark matter mass = 1 eV)

The background expansion is modified well before CMB!



Background effects

Steps:
1) Starting with H_0= 67.4 km/s/Mpc; 
2) Integrate back in time assuming 

standard LCDM dynamics;
3) Find H(z_i), let us say, z_i = 100000;

4) Assume the new background dynamics 
takes into account the bulk viscous 
pressure around equality only;

5) Integrate the new dynamics from the 
starting point H(z_i) until z=0. 

6) Find new H_0 value as a function of 
the interacting time scale at equality.

Physical interpretation: While the bulk 
viscous coefficient is positive, the bulk 
viscous pressure is negative. Then this 
yields to an extra “push off” on the 
expansion around equality.
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Large scale structure effects
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Growth suppression mechanism

A new “transfer function-like Y” contribution to the matter power 
spectrum P(k) 



S8 tension

Snowmass2021 (2008.11285)



PRD 105 023520 (2022) DES 3Years results



Scales larger than horizon
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Summary
• Motivation: Zimdahl MNRAS1995 “An heuristic attempt to clarify the origin of 

cosmological bulk viscosity”.

• Application to the radiation-matter transition. Due to the multi-fluid nature of the 
admixture matter + radiation and allowing take interacting takes place the 
universe experiences the emergence of a cosmological bulk viscosity.

• The net effect: Bulk viscous pressure added to the kinetic pressure of cosmic 
elements.

• Consequence: Background expansion experiences a “push off” around equality 
time.

• A possible hint for cosmic tensions?

• NEXT: Actual (detailled) impact on CMB (early ISW effect) and other observables
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